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Aggies put final stamp on WAC domination

THE USU MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM celebrates the Western Athletic Conference tournament championship Saturday night in Las Vegas, Nev. The win capped off the team’s fourth-straight
year as regular season WAC champions and was the second tournament championship victory in the last three years. See Page 8 for full story. STERLING BOIN photo

‘Degrees to nowhere’ necessary in society
By MIKE BURNHAM
staff writer

Utah State Sen. Howard
Stephenson, R-Draper, criticized
Utah universities in an early
February public statement and said,
“Taxpayers are subsidizing degrees
to nowhere.”
He said students are entering
universities “with blinders on.”
The criticism came juxtaposed

with his vote against a higher education budget bill that included
cuts to the Utah College of Applied
Technology. The reasoning behind
his vote, the senator said, was that
applied technical schools are much
more effective at placing graduates
in jobs. The state senator pointed
a finger specifically at psychology,
sociology and philosophy, claiming
that students graduate thousands
of dollars in debt with no prospects
for employment.

“They wake up to the stark reality that there is no job. The return
on their investment is stark,” he
said.
According to the December 2010
Bureau of Labor Statistics report,
the unemployment rate of those
who held a bachelor’s degree was 4.8
percent. Those with some college
or an associate degree, the category
that applied and technical degrees
fall under, have an unemployment
rate of 8.1 percent. Additionally,

a nationwide study of University
students which made national headlines in January and was published
in the book “Academically Adrift,”
found that the number one qualities which employers found lacking
in job candidates were the abilities
to communicate, write effectively
and think critically. These are skills
that, by definition, make up the liberal arts disciplines.
Despite his voiced concern for
future Utah students, Stephenson

refused any opportunity to speak
directly to the students of Utah
State University. He did not respond
to multiple inquiries for comment
over a period of several weeks.
Stephenson’s statements have
met a great deal of opposition from
those within academia.
Jared Farmer, who spoke Friday,
March 4 in USU’s distinguished

- See DEGREE, page 4

Student works toward
dream of Aggie Honey
By KAYLA HALL
staff writer

JOEL SMITH, ENTOMOLOGY CLUB PRESIDENT spent a few weeks before spring break selling local honey on the first floor the TSC in hopes of raising money to start a line of Aggie Honey from
USU’s bees. He would like to work with Aggie Ice Cream in order to sell the bee products, which may
include candles and lip balm, at their location on the East side of campus. CARL R. WILSON photo
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The USU Entomology and Bee Keeping Club,
formerly known as the Entomology Club, is raising honey bees starting this Easter and plans to
eventually have a brand called “Aggie Honey.”
“This is the first time a USU club has raised
honey bees,” said club president Joel Smith. “The
dream is to have Aggie Honey, like they have
Aggie Ice Cream, and develop Aggie Honey products to have candles and lip balm. There is a lot
of market for it because people want raw, natural
honey, not reserved or pasteurized. The honey

Gymnastics
falls short
in their last
regular season meet at
SUU.
Page 8

could also be used by the nutrition club and students could conduct research on how pollen and
honey affect allergies.”
Smith’s goal is to get the honey bees established, meaning the bees are healthy and there is
a reliable source of honey, and then try to sell the
honey at Aggie Ice Cream.
“We are not currently selling honey at Aggie
Ice Cream,” Smith said, “that is just a dream in
the future. I have already talked to them and they
said once we get things going to give them a call.”
The club did a fundraiser selling donated

- See BEE, page 4
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman is
to correct any error made as soon as
possible. If you find something you
would like clarified or find unfair,
please contact the editor at 797-1762
or TSC 105.

Nat’lBriefs
Protesters fight new
Utah open records law
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – More than
200 people rallied inside Utah’s capitol against a bill that would make the
text messages and voice mails of government officials private and would
restrict access to most communication
between legislators and staff or constituents.
Some protesters attempted to enter
the House floor during the Thursday
night rally, but were turned away by
security guards.
Gov. Gary Herbert signed the
legislation earlier this week, and the
new measures are set to take effect
July 1. Media executives and advocacy
groups opposed the bill, saying it
would deal a fatal blow to transparency. But supporters said the state’s
records law needed updating because
it was written 20 years ago.

Kentucky restaurant
floats from shore
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) – Crews
moved a floating restaurant back to
shore on Sunday after it partially tore
loose from its moorings and stranded
more than 80 people on board for
hours.
By late in the afternoon, the
crippled Waterfront restaurant was
sitting in the river near a landing,
waiting for crews to secure it.
The restaurant broke loose on
the Ohio River on Friday, requiring
everyone on board to be rescued
using ladders and ropes for a makeshift gangplank. Authorities said Cris
Collinsworth, a former NFL star long
associated with Ruby, was among
those taken from the boat during the
hours-long rescue.
It remained unclear Sunday why
the restaurant pulled away from its
moorings. The restaurant did not sustain heavy damage, officials said.

LateNiteHumor
Top 10 Things You Don’t Want to
Hear During Spring Training
– Thursday, March 3, 2011
10. “My fastball is up to 43 miles-perhour.”
9. “Instead of ‘Tommy John surgery’, I
had ‘Elton John surgery.’”
8. “Tickle party!”
7. “This year, everyone’s getting paid
in gum.”
6. “I could watch you squat for hours.”
5. “Your new clean-up hitter, A-Rod
– Adam Rodstein.”
4. “You just tested positive for pine
tar.”
3. “Run for your lives! Sabathia’s eating again!”
2. “Welcome to the Mets!”
1. “Why is Tommy Lasorda naked?”

Thousands flee Japan as crisis intensifies
KORIYAMA, Japan (AP) – Japanese officials
warned of a possible second explosion Sunday at a
nuclear plant crippled by the earthquake and tsunami
as they raced to stave off multiple reactor meltdowns,
but they provided few details about whether they
were making progress. More than 180,000 people
have evacuated the area, and up to 160 may have been
exposed to radiation.
Four nuclear plants in northeastern Japan have
reported damage, but the danger appeared to be
greatest at the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear complex,
where one explosion occurred Saturday and a second
was feared. Operators have lost the ability to cool
three reactors at Dai-ichi and three more at another
nearby complex using usual procedures, after the
quake knocked out power and the tsunami swamped
backup generators.
Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano said Sunday
that a hydrogen explosion could occur at Dai-ichi’s
Unit 3, the latest reactor to face a possible meltdown.
That would follow a hydrogen blast Saturday in the
plant’s Unit 1.
“At the risk of raising further public concern, we
cannot rule out the possibility of an explosion,” Edano
said. “If there is an explosion, however, there would be
no significant impact on human health.”
Operators have been dumping seawater into units
1 and 3 in a last-ditch measure to cool the reactors.
They were getting water into the other four reactors
with cooling problems without resorting to corrosive
sea water, which likely makes the reactors unusable.
Edano said residents within about 12 miles of the
Dai-ichi plant were ordered to evacuate as a precaution, and the radioactivity released into the environment so far was so small it didn’t pose any health
threats.
Such statements, though, did little to ease public
worries.
“First I was worried about the quake,” said Kenji
Koshiba, a construction worker who lives near the

plant. “Now I’m worried about radiation.” He spoke
at an emergency center in Koriyama, about 40 miles
from the most troubled reactors and 125 miles north
of Tokyo.
At the makeshift center set up in a gym, a steady
flow of people were met by officials wearing helmets,
surgical masks and goggles.
About 1,500 people had been scanned for radiation exposure, officials said.
Up to 160 people, including 60 elderly patients and
medical staff who had been waiting for evacuation in
the nearby town of Futabe, and 100 others evacuating by bus, might have been exposed to radiation,
said Ryo Miyake, a spokesman from Japan’s nuclear
agency. It was unclear whether any cases of exposure
had reached dangerous levels.
A foreign ministry official briefing reporters said
radiation levels outside the Dai-ichi plant briefly rose
above legal limits, but had since declined significantly.
Edano said none of the Fukushima Dai-ichi reactors was near the point of complete meltdown, and he
was confident of escaping the worst scenarios.
Officials, though, have declared states of emergency at the six reactors where cooling systems were
down. The U.N. nuclear agency said a state of emergency was also declared Sunday at another complex,
the Onagawa power plant, after higher-than-permitted levels of radiation were measured there. It said
Japan informed it that all three reactors there were
under control.
A pump for the cooling system at yet another
nuclear complex, the Tokai Dai-Ni plant, also failed
after Friday’s quake but a second pump operated
normally as did the reactor, said the utility, the Japan
Atomic Power Co. It did not explain why it did not
announce the incident until Sunday.
Edano denied there had been a meltdown in the
Fukushima Dai-ichi complex, but other officials said
the situation was not so clear.
Japan’s nuclear crisis was triggered by twin disas-

A YOUNG EVACUEE looks on at an evacuation
center in Kawamata, Fukushima prefecture, northern
Japan, Sunday. AP photo

ters on Friday, when an 8.9-magnitude earthquake,
the most powerful in the country’s recorded history,
was followed by a tsunami that savaged its northeastern coast with breathtaking speed and power.
More than 1,400 people were killed and hundreds
more were missing, according to officials, but police
in one of the worst-hit areas estimated the toll there
alone was more than 10,000.
All of the reactors in the region shut down automatically when the earthquake hit. But with backup
power supplies also failing, shutting down the reactors is just the beginning of the problem, scientists
said.

Prayer ritual spurs security alert on L.A. flight
LOS ANGELES (AP) – Pilots on an Alaska
Airlines flight from Mexico City to Los Angeles
locked down the cockpit and alerted authorities
Sunday when a flight crew grew alarmed at the
behavior of three men who turned out to be conducting an elaborate orthodox Jewish prayer ritual, officials said.
The men, all Mexican nationals, began the ritual
that involves tying leather straps and small wooden
boxes to the body, and the crew of Flight 241 alerted
the cockpit, airline spokeswoman Bobbie Egan said.
“Shortly after takeoff, a flight attendant saw what

she believed was unusual behavior from three passengers on board,” Egan said in a statement. “The
three passengers were praying aloud in Hebrew and
were wearing what appeared to be leather straps on
their foreheads and arms.”
The cockpit was placed on a security lockdown for
the rest of the flight – meaning the door couldn’t be
opened even for pilots to leave briefly. Normal protocol calls for the cockpit to be locked, but on longer
flights the pilots will leave and return from the flight
deck.
FBI and customs agents along with police and a

full assignment of fire trucks met the plane at the
gate at Los Angeles International Airport, and the
men were escorted off.
After questioning from the FBI, the men were
released without being arrested. They continued in
their travel which took them overseas, FBI spokeswoman Laura Eimiller told City News Service.
Eimiller said she could release no further information
because the men were not charged with anything.
Egan said airline officials later learned from law
enforcement the men were performing the ritual
known as tefillin.

New York bus crash victims say driver swerved
NEW YORK (AP) – Passengers
and witnesses to a horrific crash that
sheared the top off a bus and killed
14 people told investigators that the
driver’s account of getting clipped
by a tractor-trailer didn’t match up
to what they felt and saw before the
vehicle slid off the road and into a
sign pole.

Driver Ophadell Williams had told
police that his World Wide Travel
bus was hit just as it crossed the New
York City line early Saturday on a
trip from the Mohegan Sun casino
in in Connecticut.
But passengers said Williams
had already swerved at times to
the right for no reason before the

EMERGENCY PERSONNEL RESPOND to the bus crash on Interstate 95
in the Bronx borough of New York, Saturday. AP photo

accident, a law enforcement official
said Sunday. The official wasn’t
authorized to speak publicly about
the probe and spoke on condition of
anonymity.
The bus was returning to
Manhattan’s Chinatown after a
quick overnight trip to the casino.
The official said that passengers
said they didn’t feel anything hit
them and that other motorists on
Interstate 95 said they didn’t see the
bus get hit. The official said police
spoke to the tractor-trailer driver,
who said he was following the bus.
Williams remained hospitalized
in stable condition Sunday and has
not commented publicly. His family
could not be reached.
As many as 20 passengers were
treated at hospitals following the
accident. Nine remained hospitalized, including the bus driver, at
St. Barnabas Hospital and Jacobi

EDINBURGH & HIGHLANDER

Medical Center. Most were in critical
condition.
Officials at Jacobi were still trying to identify one passenger, an
Asian man in his 50s, spokeswoman
Barbara DeIorio said.
The 14 victims all died of blunt
force trauma, said Ellen Borakove, a
spokeswoman for the New York City
medical examiner’s office. She said
the office was working with family
members to identify them.
The National Transportation
Safety Board has interviewed two
passengers from the bus, but it
hasn’t spoken to the bus driver
or the driver of the truck, Vice
Chairman Christopher Hart said at a
news conference late Sunday.
He said the investigation was
still in its early stages, but the NTSB
plans to talk to the bus company to
see what kind of fatigue management the company has in place.
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Ag and business colleges show best voter turnout

Campus & Community

By ROUCHELLE BROCKMAN
staff writer

Though the College of Education
and College of HASS had the highest
total voter turnout in the most recent
ASUSU elections, they did not have
the highest percentage of voters within
each college.
According to the numbers on USU’s
enrollment summary, the College of
Agriculture has had more than 1,100
students enrolled in the past two years
and the College of Business has had
between 1,400-1,500, making both
colleges’ approximate voting percentage around 40 percent. This makes
the business school the college with
students most involved in the recent
elections.
The education college ranked first
in total voter turnout for the ASUSU
senator race with 700 students who
participated, however 700 students
compose approximately 20 percent of
the entire student population in this
college.
HASS came in second with 613,
Business in third with 585, Agriculture
came in fourth with 498, Engineering
came in fifth with 451, Arts came in
sixth with 334, Science was seventh
with 324 and Natural Resources came
in last with 122.
Mary-Ann Muffoletto, public
relations specialist for the College
of Natural Resources, said the low
number of total participation in her
college could be because the college is
the smallest at USU. Over the past two
years, it has had about 450 students
enrolled per semester.
“The College of Natural Resources
is an active, close-knit college and its
students are involved in many university-wide initiatives,” she said, “For
example, many natural resources students worked hard during the ASUSU
campaign toward passage of the Blue
Goes Green student fee.”

Briefs
EcoCenter hires
a new director

STUDENTS CAMPAIGNED FOR ASUSU elections beginning Feb. 22 in order to attract the most students possible to vote for them. The results of the elections prove some USU colleges were much more proactive in voting than
others. BENJAMIN WOOD photo

According to USU statistics, the colleges of Arts, HASS and Natural
Resources had approximately 30
percent of students vote. The colleges
of Education, Engineering and Science
had about 20 percent of students vote
in the college senate races.
Scot Marsden, next year’s business
senator, said one of the reasons voter
participation was so high in the school
of business this year was because of
“high candidate competition for business senator.”
This year six candidates ran for the
position.
He said as part of his campaign he
and his campaign volunteers would
ask students in the business college
if they had voted and if they had not,

they would invite the students to vote
on computers the campaigners had
available. He said he and his volunteers also campaigned at student housing and spoke to students individually
about voting.
“I’ve noticed that the administration
… treat the student leaders with great
respect and seek out their advice and
guidance on issues that impact them,”
said Steve Eaton, director of communications for the Huntsman School
of Business. “That, in turn, motivates
more students to get involved. At
campaign time, you end up with a lot
of hard-working students tapping all
their organizational and marketing
skills as they work to get out the vote.”
Luke Galloway, former systems
administrator in computer science,

said the relatively low percentage of
students in the college of science who
voted could be attributed to the fact
that students in that college are generally older than students in other colleges and may have other obligations
that would prevent them from voting.
Geology professor James Evans
offered an alternative explanation.
He said, “Students in the (College
of Science) are empiricists, and determined that student government is a
complete waste of time and money.”
The College of Science only had one
candidate who ran for the ASUSU senate position.
– rouchelle.brockman@aggiemail.usu.
edu

Science college stacks week with interactive projects
Monday to students who are able to
recite the most digits from the number pi. Village Inn and USU Catering
will donate pies, and they will be
After nearly cancelling a week
served to students from 10 a.m. to
for the College of Science, Michael
4 p.m. in the Merrill-Cazier Library
Stewart, the college’s senator, and his
atrium.
council banded together to create a
“Tuesday we are doing an event
few events he believes students will
called ‘Don’t Put This
have a hard time forin the Microwave,”
getting.
“We are essensaid Science Council
Now that the week
tially letting
President Joe Watson.
is organized, Stewart
“We are essentially
any student put
said he wishes he had
put more of the “meat
something in the letting any student
put something in the
and potatoes” of scimicrowave, aside microwave, aside from
ence into the week,
from the obvious the obvious aerosol
such as admirable
aerosol cans and cans and batteries.”
speakers, but is sure
Watson was recently
the events currently in batteries.”
elected to become the
place will attract larger
– Joe Watson, next College of Science
crowds.
Science
council presi- senator, and he said
The week begins on
Albert Einstein’s birthdent the science council has
been working more
day, and he will be
persistently with advercelebrated at a social
tising
this
year,
because previous Geek
in the TSC Skyroom on Monday at 5
Weeks did not encourage as much stup.m. In addition to physics professor
Shane Larson talking about Einstein’s dent involvement.
This year the science council
contributions to the world of scireached
out to every elementary
ence, USU scientists will share with
school in Cache Valley to tell them
students the science research they are
developing. These scientists will speak about Thursday’s event, where 20,000
bouncy balls will be dropped from a
and meet with students to show them
how they can begin developing their
own research, Stewart said.
- See GEEK, page 4
Pies will also be given away

By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

Geek Week event line-up
Monday, March 14
• Pi Day 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Marrill-Cazier
Library atrium
• Albert Einstein birthday celebration at 5 p.m.
in the TSC Skyroom
Tuesday, March 15
• “Don’t Put This in the Microwave” 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the TSC International Lounge
• Science Bowl at 11 a.m. in the TSC
International Lounge
Wednesday, March 16
• HALO tournament at 4 p.m. in the TSC Hub
• Physics demonstration show at 7 p.m. in the
ESLC Room 130.

Friday, March 18
• String Theory Songwriting Competition at 7
p.m. in the TSC Auditorium

Two Utah State University theater
students received national finalist
awards at the 43rd Annual Region VIII
Kennedy Center American College
Theater Festival (KCACTF) held in
mid-February in Los Angeles, Calif.
Molly Hill, a junior in theater
design at Utah State, and theater
design graduate student Brandee
Jenks will advance to the national
KCACTF conference in Washington,
D.C., in April. Hill is a national finalist for makeup for USU’s production
of Seussical the Musical, while Jenks
is a national finalist for her set design
work on Do Not Hit Golf Balls into
Mexico, a USU/Fusion Theatre project
production that was invited to perform at last month’s KCACTF regional
festival.
“Utah State’s theater design program is top-notch, and the professors
want us to do well,” said Hill. “The
KCACTF provides an amazing opportunity to network and be recognized
for what we can accomplish.”
Both Jenks and Hill will compete
against other regional finalists at the
national festival and participate in
week-long workshops alongside professionals in their field.

Sunday, March 6

• USU Police assisted the Logan City Police with a
violent person that was being transported to the
hospital in an ambulance. Upon arrival the individual had become less violent and walked into the
hospital.

• USU Police received a report of a male individual
yelling at a female near the Edith Bowen playground. Police arrived and located the male and
female near Valley View Tower. Police investigated
and determined the argument was only verbal.
Police warned the male for being disorderly in
public and escorted the female into the Valley View
Tower after advising the male to go home.

• USU Police assisted Logan Police on a report of
two vehicles that were racing.
• USU Police made a traffic stop and the driver
had a warrant out for her arrest. Police arrested the
driver and booked her into the Cache County Jail. A
report was filed with USU Police.

Kenneth L. White, professor
and head of the Animal, Dairy and
Veterinary Sciences Department,
is the Utah State University
Outstanding Graduate Mentor for
2011. The award will be presented
at the graduate hooding and commencement ceremony in May. White
will receive a $2,000 honorarium
that accompanies the award.
The award recognizes faculty
excellence in the complex process of
mentoring graduate students to prepare them for productive careers.
“It’s a huge honor for me,” White
said. “Certainly an important award.
I consider graduate mentoring one of
the great opportunities of a faculty
member. To be honored at a place
like USU, with such great faculty, it’s
more of a special opportunity.”
Such an opportunity was welldeserved, said College of Agriculture
Dean Noelle Cockett.
“Ken has always been very handson in the way he trains students,”
said Cockett, who has known White
since he joined USU as a faculty
member in 1991.

Theater students
are design finalists

Friday, March 4

Saturday, March 5

White receives
mentor award

Thursday, March 17
• 20,000 bouncy ball drop at 4 p.m. in the the
parking lot west of the USU Student Health
and Wellness Center at 850 E. 1200 North

PoliceBlotter
• USU Police arrested a student for disorderly conduct at the Health and Wellness Center. The student
was cited and released.

Utah State University named a
new executive director of the Swaner
Preserve and EcoCenter with the aim
to continue building on the momentum that began more than a year
ago when the property was deeded
to USU, the largest gift in university
history.
Jon Paulding was appointed to
the position, effective March 15. He
brings with him strong university
ties as well as experience that match
well with the center’s vision to fuse
a world-class Park City community
with first-rate educational programs.
He has proven experience directing a nonprofit. For nearly 10 years,
he worked as executive director of
Alliance House, a Salt Lake Citybased nonprofit organization. In that
role, he managed a $1.1 million budget, supervised nine staff and worked
closely with the board of directors to
manage the program.
He’s spent the last six years with
Utah State University. He was a major
gift officer for one year, from 200506, and since that time has been the
development director for the College
of Natural Resources. In that capacity, he was responsible for raising
more than $1 million annually for
the College of Natural Resources and
worked closely with Swaner staff,
including Annette Herman Harder,
Swaner’s current director, to help
pursue some of the EcoCenter’s fundraising needs.

Tuesday, March 8
• Police responded to a traffic accident that
occurred in the Natural Resource building parking
lot. A vehicle accidentally backed up into another
vehicle. There was no damage to report.
Wednesday, March 9
• USU Police responded to a noise problem in the
Townhouses. Police arrived and were able to hear a
television from the front door and see the window

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911
shades shaking. The subject didn’t deny this and he
was warned for playing his television too loud.
• USU Police responded to the Biotech building in
1 minute on a report of an individual stuck in the
elevator. Police found an individual inside the elevator. The individual was rescued from the elevator. A
report was filed with USU Police.
• USU Police responded to a found property incident at the USU Police Department. A black wallet
was turned in. Police were able to contact the owner
of the wallet. The wallet was put into safe keeping.
A report was filed with USU Police.
Thursday, March 10
• USU Police arrested a student for an act of criminal mischief in the Aggie Terrace. The student was
cited and released at the scene.
-Compiled by Catherine Meidell

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Honey: Students promote crucial role bees play in environment
-continued from page 1

honey during Valentine’s Day in order to fund the and eventually started raising their own bees on
purchase of the honey bees. Smith said typically
the Organic Farm Club’s property.
if you buy the bees on Valentine’s Day, like the
This summer, Smith helped Bolshakova with
club did, you get them on Easter. The club already research and had the opportunity to learn how
built the boxes and frames for the bees and has
to tend the bees a couple of times. Bolshakova,
made arrangements to grow them at the Craig
together with James, encouraged Smith to raise
Alston Park across from Aggie Station.
honey bees with the Entomology and Bee Keeping
“As soon as they get here, we are going to have Club.
weekly classes that anyone can come to and see
“I really encouraged him as the president to
the hives growing,” Smith said. “The classes will
really look into this because I was willing to be a
be held once a week for six to
support person,” Bolshakova
eight weeks.”
said. “There are so many
Smith said the first year will “I really encouraged people in the department who
mostly be a building year. The him as the president know a lot about bees that can
club has to make sure the new to really look into
also help and Martin James
queen is laying eggs and the
has already been helping.”
bees are all healthy. If the bees this because I was
In addition to his role as the
willing to be a supare functioning normally, the
Cache Valley and Box Elder bee
club should be able to gather
inspector, James is also a comport person. There
honey in early summer and late are so many people
mercial bee keeper, owning
fall.
3,000 hives in Cache Valley. He
After talking with the Cache in the department
donated some honey for the
Valley Bee Keepers Association, who know a lot
fundraising sale in the TSC,
Smith discovered the amount
about bees that can which gave the club the money
of honey being made is going
also help and Martin to start their project.
down because bees are dying.
“It will be a lot of work for the
Diseases are reaching the hives James has already
Entomology and Bee Keeping
and slowing down production. been helping.”
Club, but I think they are
“If we have a good year, we
– Virginia Bolshakova, motivated and it is possible
are hoping to get 50 pounds
do,” James said. “There are
Bee Keeping Club member to
or something,” Smith said.
many universities that raise
“Getting that would be really
and sell honey. The University
good. It all just depends; there
of Nebraska-Lincoln, they also
are a lot of factors.”
have honey bees and sell the honey to help fund a
Smith hopes raising honey bees can be an
couple of programs.”
ongoing thing for the club. It will help them do
James feels that best thing about the club raismore outreach to elementary kids and the coming honey bees is the understanding people will
munity in general.
gain about how everything fits together with the
Smiith said originally the Organic Farm Club
honey bee.
was interested in raising honey bees. They con“I don’t think everyone understands how
tacted the Cache Valley and Box Elder bee inspec- intrinsic the honey bee is with food,” James said.
tor, Martin James, and asked him to teach a few
“One bite out of every three comes from the
workshops on how to raise bees. James taught
honey bee.”
three classes on campus and then held various
James explained that when he does presentahands-on sessions at one of his bee farms.
tions at elementary schools he asks the kids by
A USU biology graduate student, Virginia
a raise of hands how many of them drank milk
Jennings Bolshakova, who is also a member of
that morning. Then he asks them if bees helped
the Entomology and Bee Keeping Club, was parproduce that milk. Naturally, the children say no.
ticularly interested in raising bees because her
He then tells the children bees actually did take
parents are both organic farmers. Bolshakova and part in it. If it were not for honey bees, the alfalfa
her husband attended James’ classes faithfully
that feeds the cows would not be pollinated. If the

JAMES AKAGI, STEWART SMITH and Sarah Clark (left to right) construct beehives they will use
to house bees they wlill care for in the Entomology and Bee Keeping Clubs. Photo courtesy of Joel Smith

alfalfa is not pollinated, the cows won’t be able to
produce their milk.
Bolshakova said: “Albert Einstein once said, ‘If
the bee disappeared off the surface of the globe,
man would have only four years left to live.’ Bees
and humans have such an important working
relationship with each other. They provide pollen
for all our produce. I think this will be a really
important contribution the club will be able to

give back to the community. The bees give the
students learning about bees and humans cooperation. That will give the students more than the
honey.”

– kayla.barclay@aggiemail.usu.edu

Degree: Senator’s comments opposed by USU history professor
-continued from page 1

alumni speaker series on the benefits of a history education,
painted a much different picture of higher education. An environmental historian who received his bachelor’s from Utah
State and doctorate from Stanford, Farmer stressed the fact
that liberal degrees such as sociology and history “create better citizens.”
“If all we do is measure the value of an education in terms
of what makes money and the economy go round, that’s a very
poor view of what education is for,” he said.
The benefits of an education in the liberal arts, he said, is
the development of essential skills such as how to read well,
write well and think analytically.
“If you actually track what people end up doing in life

based on their majors and colleges there is very little correspondence,” Farmer said. “Most employers will be thrilled to
get someone who has the essential skills, yet is lacking a technical skill that can be made up in a six week class, rather than
someone who can’t write, can’t think and can’t communicate.”
John Allen, dean of the College of Humanities and Social
Sciences, then said that by mid-career, those who have liberal
arts degrees are, on average, making more money than those
who have professional degrees.
“You can take that to the bank,” he said, “Literally.”
Farmer’s address was in conjunction with a history department reunion of retired and current faculty as well as alumni.
Professor David Lewis, who worked closely with Farmer

during his time at Utah State, said a liberal arts and history
education goes deeper than dollars and cents. One of the purposes, he said, is “to serve as a public conscience and a repository of human experience.”
A purpose to which, he said, every liberal degree can contribute.
While an advocate of liberal education, David said technical degrees are important as well.
“I wouldn’t encourage students one way or another,” he
said. “I think you need to pursue your passion. It’s not an
either/or between liberal and applied degrees, that’s what
small thinkers want to believe.”
Lewis said no matter what education path you choose,

Geek: Thursday event will set world record
-continued from page 3
helicopter onto the Stadium parking lot. Once
they drop, anyone who is attending will collect as many bouncy balls as possible. Those
who collect the most will receive a prize, said
Doug Ball, who is co-chairing the bouncy ball
drop with Stewart.
Ball is also the event coordinator for SPS.
He said dropping the bouncy balls will give
an idea of what happens when solar wind
rushes charged particles at a satellite.
“Mike was being a little ridiculous and
said ‘I want to do something crazy this year
like drop 10,000 bouncy balls of the business building,’” Watson said. “He went to the
Society of Physics Students (SPS) and bouncy
balls were in the budget, so pretty much safety was the main concern, as well as property
damage.”
SPS will measure and record the movement
of the bouncy balls when they are dropped
from the helicopter because their motion will
be similar to the way particles react in outer
space, which is important when considering the satellites that are currently in orbit,
Watson said.
“I feel like if you are in the College of HASS
or the College of the Arts you aren’t as proud
to be in the college as you are in your par-

ticular major,” Watson said. “I’m proud of the
College of Science’s prestige. We aren’t as big
of geeks as people make us out to be.”
Stewart said there will be a physics demonstration Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Eccles
Science Learning Center where USU “demo
God” James Coburnwill show laws of physics
connected to electricity and magnetism as
well as sound.
“We want to try and break that stigma that
you have to wear a lab coat and have an IQ
of 210 to like science,” Stewart said. “Science
isn’t all geeky and all nerdy. I mean, we are
celebrating computer science by hosting a
Halo tournament.”
The Halo tournament will be held in the
TSC Hub on Tuesday at 4 p.m., and students
who want to enter the tournament will pay
$5. The winning team will walk away with
$40 gift cards to Game Stop in the Cache
Valley Mall. Anyone else interested in playing Halo, but not participating in the tournament, may do so. All events that are not
tournaments or competitions will be free of
charge to USU students.

– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Giddy up!
Rodeo club rides to nationals
By JESSICA SWEAT
features senior writer

THE USU
RODEO CLUB
practices for the
spring rodeo season. The members
compete against
other colleges at
the regional level,
and those who
qualify will travel
to Casper, Wyo,,
this summer to
compete in the
College National
Finals Rodeo.
TODD JONES
photos

The USU Rodeo Club is getting back in the
saddle for a fresh season of practices, competing and some good old-fashioned riding.
Team coach Jeffrey Hall, better known as
“Doc,” said the club had an OK fall season, but
is expecting for things to turn around for the
spring season.
Hall said with new members starting last
fall, he expects spring to be much better
because the athletes are less nervous about
competing at a collegiate level. This spring
will also allow for more opportunity, with six
rodeos taking place compared to the four that
took place last fall.
Hall said the team consists of both male
and female riders who become members of the
National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association and
compete in any of the nine events: bareback
riding, bull riding, steer wrestling, tie-down
roping, team roping, breakaway roping, goat
tying, saddle bronc riding and barrel racing.

They must also compete against riders from
the Rocky Mountain Region, including Dixie
State College, Weber State University, Utah
Valley University, College of Southern Idaho,
Southern Utah University and Idaho State
University.
Hall said several team members are currently ranked in the top five for their events and
will have a good chance of placing in the top
three and qualifying for the College National
Finals Rodeo, held the second week of June in
Casper, Wyo.
Rodeo Club president Garrett Thurston is
currently holding first place and sitting on top
of the region in team roping. His teammate
Trevor Merrill is right on his heels with a close
second place standing. Hall said every year he
gets to send anywhere from two to five riders
to nationals.
Thurston is a junior majoring in business at
USU. He grew up locally in Hyde Park and has
been roping for 13 years. He said his favorite

- See HORSES, page 6

Fortunes collide with a USU writer’s destiny
By NOELLE JOHANSEN
staff writer

Catalysts come in all shapes and sizes. For novelist Stacy Lynn
Carroll, that shape was a fortune cookie.
Carroll, 27, studied English with a creative writing emphasis
at Utah State for three and a half years.After she was married,
Carroll completed her schooling at the University of Utah.
Carroll said she refers to this time as her “dark period”
because it did not compare to her experience at USU. Carroll
published her first young-adult novel, “The Princess Sisters,” in
October 2010.
“I always loved to write stories,” Carroll said. “I never really
thought of it as a career path, it was just fun.”
It wasn’t until she wrote a piece that went to the state level for
a Reflections contest in ninth grade that Carroll realized she had
a viable talent.
“I think winning that initial contest gave me the confidence,”
Carroll said. “I had verification from outside sources other than
my mom telling me I’m a good writer.”
While Carroll’s ultimate goal was always to be a writer and a
stay-at-home mom, she said she was unable to immediately follow
that dream. While working, she wrote the first half of her novel
in a year and a half. Her husband was still in school, and after
she became pregnant with her first child, Carroll debated about
whether to stay at home and write or return to work as an administrative assistant for an engineering company.
“It was not a career, it was a job,” Carroll said.
It wasn’t until one fateful night of Chinese food that she made
her dream a reality. Carroll opened her fortune cookie and read
“The world will soon be ready to receive your talents.”
“I went to work the next day and quit my job,” Carroll said. “A
fortune cookie changed my life. It sounds really silly but it was
that final push I needed.”
Carroll said the fortune cookie is taped to her laptop.
Once Carroll made the “leap of faith” by quitting her job and
becoming a full-time writer, she completed the last half of “The
Princess Sisters” in six months, she said.
“My favorite part was the incredible accomplishment of finishing a book,” Carroll said. “I was practically ready to just jump up
and down.”
“The Princess Sisters” is the story of five teenage cousins
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named Ariel, Aurora, Belle, Cinderella, and Snow White. The
cousins are ridiculed for their unusual names and develop unique
characteristics as a result. For example, Ariel is terrified of water,
and Aurora is an insomniac. They have to learn how to overcome
and embrace these stereotypes while surviving the plights and
romances of high school, Carroll said.
“It’s kind of a modern twist to these fairytales,” Carroll said.
“You can’t have a princess book without a prince, or a couple
princes.”
Carroll started other novels before “The Princess Sisters,” but
met dead ends.
“They never went anywhere for me,” Carroll said. “I would just
sit at my computer for hours and I could never get past a certain
point.”
“The Princess Sisters” was different. When Carroll thought of
the idea, she said she went home and wrote the entire prologue in
one night.
“My characters kind of came to life more than they ever had,
and they kind of wrote the story,” Carroll said.
Her characters took the story in a direction she did not expect,
Carroll said.
“Every time I sat down at my computer, the story just came out
of me. I finally had something that flowed,” she said.
Despite the flow, Carroll still experienced her moments of
writer’s block. When caught in such a moment, Carroll said she
would take a walk outside to clear her head and generate fresh
ideas.
“I could see things and hear things and smell things and it
would kind of restart my senses,” Carroll said. “If you try and
force the writing, it’s never any good.”
Though the idea for “The Princess Sisters” was sparked by a
conversation Carroll had with her husband about baby names,
Carroll said she dreams most of her ideas.
“I tend to have very vivid dreams,” Carroll said. “All the time
people are like, ‘your dreams could be movies or books.’ And I’m
like, ‘I know,’ I don’t even know where they come from.”
Carroll pictures her story in her head like a movie, playing out
scenarios in her mind and putting them to paper, she said.
“I’m inspired by my surroundings as well as things that have
happened to me,” Carroll said. “Several chapters in the book take

- See PRINCESS, page 7

STACEY LYNN CARROLL POSES with her two dogs in
Layton, Utah. Carroll is a USU graduate who recently published her
first novel, “The Princess Sisters,” part of which takes place at Utah
State. NOELLE JOHANSEN photo
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Senior can touch her nose with her tongue
By JESSICA SWEAT
features senior writer

Utah Statesman: What are you doing
for Spring Break?
Tausha Sutherland-Anderson: Oh, I
will be here, there and everywhere.
US: Why did you choose to major in
liberal arts?
TSA: It would give me a broad liberal
education.
US: What is your favorite activity?
TSA: I’m a sewer. I like to sew and it
sounds really cheesy, but it is my most
recent hobby.
US: If you could meet one person,
dead or alive, who would it be?
TSA: There are tons I would like to
meet! To name a few: Andy Warhol,
Amelia Earhart, Malcolm X and
Vincent Van Gough.
US: What is the best part of being a
student?
TSA: Student activities are way fun! I
sincerely believe that being a college
student is way fun. There are activities lined up for you and it keeps you
involved all over campus and you get
to meet new people.
US: During a break between classes,
where would you be spotted and what
would you be doing?
TSA: In the Old Main Basement hanging out with Kelsey Anderson. It’s the
coolest building on campus and it’s
nice because there are microwaves,
vending machines and it is commonly
vacant.
US: When you were little, what did
you want to be when you grew up?
TSA: An artist 100 percent. It’s in my
family. My grandparents on both sides
would teach me how to paint or work

so far?
TSA: Most recently, history of jazz.

Caught
on
Campus

US: What is your favorite quote?
TSA: “Spreading happiness is like
spreading jam, you can’t spread even
a little without getting some on yourself.”

Tausha SutherlandAnderson
senior, liberal arts
Kimberly, Idaho
with clay. And one time my grandma
and grandpa took me out for Chinese
food and I got a fortune cookie that
said, “You will be an artist.”
US: If you could invent something
what would it be?
TSA: I always felt there should be a
reverse microwave, you know something to cool down food or make ice
really fast.
US: Why did you choose USU?
TSA: My friend was actually really
interested and brought me to campus
for a tour and I was sold. The funny
thing is my friend did not end up coming in the end.
US: What would you describe your
fashion sense as?
TSA: Refined urban hippie. But every
once in a while I will dress up.
US: What is the most spontaneous
thing you’ve done?
TSA: I once went winter camping
with Stormie Beatrice. It was January
and we went at five or six at night. We
packed everything at that moment and
went. It was FREEZING, but so much
fun.
US: Which class has been your favorite

US: Which country would you like to
travel to most?
TSA: I’m actually planning an upcoming trip to Russia. My husband’s sister
lives there so we are planning a little
family trip.
US: What would you consider unique
about yourself?
TSA: I like holistic medicine (natural
medicine). I use essential oils and I
zone feet.
US: Where do you see yourself in five
years?
TSA: Nevada because they pay teachers well there.
US: What is one goal you currently
have?
TS: To find an amazing internship for
the summer.
US: Outside of school, what do you
spend most of your time doing?
TSA: Probably just hanging out with
my husband and our friends.
US: What is your dream job?
TSA: I would love to be a fashion
designer.
US: What is something most people
don’t know about you?
TSA: I come from a family with nine
kids.
US: What is one talent you have?
TSA: I can touch my nose with my
tongue. That, or singing in the shower.

TAUSHA SUTHERLAND-ANDERSON says her favorite class she took
was History of Jazz. She flosses her teeth every day and comes from a family of
nine kids. JESSICA SWEAT photo

US: What is the one thing you MUST
do every single day?
TSA: Floss my teeth, without fail.
US: What is your biggest pet peeve?
TSA: People who don’t recycle.
US: What inspires or motivates you?
TSA: Music probably. The lyrics

Beating winter away with style
While we are still living
in the winter wonderland
Staff
that is Logan, spring is in
Guy XXXX
full swing in the fashion
world. The spring/summer
runway shows have passed,
new trends have hit fashion
retailers and uncooperative
weather has left those bit
by the “spring-fashion bug”
feeling a bit anxious.
In an attempt to get rid
of the fashion winter blues,
you could try wearing a fun and flirty summer dress, but
frostbite doesn’t look good on anyone. Instead, appease your
spring fashion fever by experimenting with the season’s hair
and make-up trends. By the time spring rolls around you’ll be
a pro at bright eyes and messy braids, and your frostbite-free
limbs will look great in the season’s new styles.
Spring/summer shows were all about daring makeup and
hairstyles that turn heads. Hair-stylists and make-up artists
played with styles from previous years and added innovative
twists and details to update the looks and make them stand
out.

Keeping
you
trendy

Jimena Herrero

Hair Trends
• Add a twist to your chignon: The runways were full of
ballerina-inspired do’s that were a little rock-n-roll. Chignons
were worn up high and down low. The twist? Make them a
little messy! Add a little shine spritz to the hair. Once in place,
rough it up a little to give hair texture.
This hair trend is a great way to disguise pesky flyaways and
perfect for busy summer days.
Loose, messy braids were also big. Grab uneven sections
of hair, braid, and then run your hand though it to add texture.
• Slick it back: The best part about this trend is that it will
help tame frizz and flyaways, and it’s a fast and easy way to
style your hair after going to the pool or lake.
Apply a little product to your crown and comb the top and
sides back. Keep your ponytail dry and if you’re feeling daring
add some texture to it.
Hair gel tends to bring horrible ‘80s flashbacks. However, gel
has made a big improvement since then. Now you can find
gels that provide hold, without the “crunch.” Not your cup of
tea? Try a styling cream. They are a great alternative to create
slicked back styles.
• Supersize it: Say good-bye to your straightener and curling iron. Whether its big hair or messy, natural waves, no-fuss
hair is in.
For big hair, start by giving your roots some boost. Spritz
volumizer on damp hair and blow-dry it. Pay attention to roots
by brushing up while you dry it.
For messy waves, add some mousse to damp hair and let
your hair do its thing. Once its dry add some shine spritz
Pin-straight hair? Create waves by adding mousse to damp
hair and braiding hair into loose, messy braids.
Make-up Trends
• Crayon-inspired shades: Bright eyeliner ruled the runways
this year. Give boring brown and black eyeliner time off and
brighten up your lash line with a swipe of sunny yellow or
electric blue.
Before applying, coat lids with a thin layer of concealer and
powder. Save your eye creams for bedtime to avoid creasing.

For super bold eyes, try eye crayons, which are thicker than
regular eye pencils. You can also try liquid eyeliners in bright
shades and apply to eyes in bold, broad strokes, instead of thin
lines.
To avoid excess, pair bright eyes with nude lips and muted
cheeks which will keep the spotlight on your eyes.
• Try a matte pout: Last spring’s matte lips joined forces
with fall’s bright kissers to create a fresh take on matte lips.
Matte corals, pinks, tangerines and reds create a playful look
and were seen at a number of shows.
The best part? Matte finishes tend to stay on longer than
lipsticks with glossy finishes. Not a fan of lipstick?
Try a lip
stain instead. It’s lightweight and lasts much longer than a
lipstick.
Bright colors accentuate cracked lips, so before applying
color, exfoliate and dab a little lip balm to avoid lines. Using a
little lip liner is also a good idea, since its easier to see mistakes
and crooked lines with bright colors.
Always pair bold lips with natural eye makeup and muted
cheeks.
• Get cheeky: Cheeks finally got a little attention on this
season’s runways. From intense pink cheeks to a healthy
golden glow, colored and defined cheeks are back in the
spotlight.
Always use a large brush to apply bronzer or blush to
cheeks. This will help distribute color without making you look
like a living doll.
Pair pink cheeks with nude lips and soft eye makeup. Golden
and bronze cheeks look great with bold eye-makeup.
• Let your nails go nude: With so much color being used,
neutral nails are a breath of fresh air and help tone down all
the brightness. Nude polish also makes hands look long and
slim.
Can’t let your nails go completely nude? Try a French
manicure with a twist. Add thin, bright stripes to neutral nails
instead of the classic white.
You can also add some color by applying thin, vertical lines
to the center of your nails.
It may be a while before it actually feels like spring, but
beach-inspired hair, bright eyes and summer shades are surefire way to help morale and get ready for warm weather. The
fashion forecast for this spring and summer? Bright and fun.
– jimena.h@aggiemail.usu.edu

and beat just start the pace off right.
Specifically Adele.
US: What is your favorite book?
TSA: “A Tale of Two Cities” by Charles
Dickens. It’s a web of coolness.

– jessie.a.sweat@aggiemail.usu.edu

Horses: Rodeo is not abusive
-continued from page 5
event is team roping, and leading a team is nothing new to
Thurston as he also served as his high school team’s president.
Thurston said what he likes most about being involved with
the sport is the friends you make from all across the state.
“The friends you make in rodeo, you just can’t match them,”
Thurston said.
He also said sometimes, his sport can be misunderstood and
thought of as abusive.
“Every horse here probably gets treated better than the person riding it,” Thurston said.
Thurston said a good horse plays about a 90 percent role in
what makes a good rodeo athlete, but the rest must come from
the talent of the rider.
Club secretary Kate Clissold also said that rodeo could be
misunderstood.
“We are not just a bunch of hicks; everyone here has a career
goal and there are requirements that have to be met in order to
ride,” she said.
Clissold is a sophomore and pre-veterinary major who grew
up around horses. She also competed in rodeo in high school
and prefers the event of breakaway roping.
“The club is fun to be in,” Clissold said. “We are kids that
love to rodeo and it is a lifestyle that most people don’t understand. Horses just have a way of making you feel good.”
Thurston said members are required to keep a 2.0 GPA, be
enrolled in at least 12 credits and have a NIRA membership.
Club members must also be able
to fund some of their own costs.
“We are not
Because rodeo is a club sport,
USU does provide some fundjust a bunch of
ing, but each rider additionhicks; everyone
ally seeks a sponsorship for the
here has a career
team.
goal and there
Thurston said this requires
members to be creative and
are requirements
proactive when seeking funding. that have to be
Funds received pay for horse
met in order to
stalls, fuel and hotel costs, but
ride.”
other costs are usually fronted
by the riders individually. An
entrance fee can cost $125 per
– Kate Clissold,
person, per weekend.
Rodeo Club secretary
Hall is dedicated to the rodeo
life as the team’s coach. Hall is
a veterinary toxicologist and
works at USU. He has been coaching the team for 14 years.
Hall grew up on a ranch in Oklahoma and found his talent
for riding while showing cattle at a fair in Oklahoma City. The
first bull Hall ever rode was actually mechanical. Later, Hall
was asked to try riding a real bull and had success with all of
the first three bulls he ever rode.
Without his parents’ approval, Hall took up riding, claiming
it is an “adrenaline addiction.” He then went on to rodeo professionally for 19 years and used his earnings to fund his way
through two doctorates. He said coaching the USU team is one
of his ways to give back.
“Rodeo is a much different sport than people think,” he said.
“In our sport, we help each other out even if we are from opposing teams, you want everyone to do good.”
The team will be looking for success together at their first
spring rodeo, hosted by Weber State University from March 3-5
at the Golden Spike Colosseum in Ogden.
Thurston said everyone should try coming to a rodeo at least
once because most like it and end up coming back.
“For me,” Thurston said, “The louder, the better.”

– jessie.a.sweat@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Teaching students how to teach
By JESSICA SWEAT
features senior writer

According to the U.S. News & World
Report “Best Colleges 2011” segment, Utah
State University currently is ranked 92 in
the nation. One college on campus that is
helping pull this rank is the Emma Eccles
Jones College of Education. The U.S. News
& World Report also has the education
college ranked in the top two percentile for
graduate schools in education.
Shannon Burgin, coordinator recruitment and retention and academic advisor
for the college, was able to confirm that
the college has been known as one of the
top 30 schools in the nation for education
for more than 10 years. Burgin also said
the college holds onto the only national
ranking in the intermountain west and is
one of the best programs in Utah.
Despite Utah’s reputation for low overall education funding, Burgin said that a
degree in education is valuable. She said
81 percent of graduates find employment
after graduation and 86 percent of graduate students who want to find a job in
their specific field do so.
High standards, excellent faculty, and
hands on training all contribute to the
college’s success, Burgin said. With many
faculty published and recognized in their
fields, Burgin said they can better pass
their knowledge onto students. Students
also have early access to hands-on and
up-close training with the Edith Bowen
Laboratory School.
No matter what age group of children
students want to teach, Burgin said there
are many options for those who want to
teach.
Burgin said students in elementary
education take part in a four level program. The first level involves introducing
the student to children. The second and
third levels involve practicums where
students are placed in schools to begin
working with children. The last stage,
level four, is a mandatory student teaching
assignment. Students are placed in schools
in Cache, Box Elder and occasionally Salt
Lake County. They will have to complete
two separate seven-week blocks.
Students in the program are also giving
the college praise as they dedicate themselves to hours of work and study.
Junior Madeline Newhouse is fairly
new in the elementary education program

but has already advanced to the second
level. Newhouse came to USU in 2008 to
study her first interest, interior design,
but teaching was always on her mind.
Newhouse said she had always wanted to
be a teacher and soon found herself applying for the elementary education program
with an emphasis in social studies.
“I feel way lucky to have chosen Utah
State because it has such a good program,
“ Newhouse said.
Newhouse was accepted to the program in Fall 2010 and said she has loved
immersing herself in everything the
program has to offer as she continues to
advance.
“I love being in the program. All the
classes work together and everyone is
really cooperative and nice. They just want
you to succeed,” Newhouse said.
Junior Chantel Knudsen will be entering level two of the program in the fall of
2011. Knudsen has been taking classes in
education since her freshman year to confirm her career choice as an elementary
school teacher with an art emphasis. She
came to USU specifically for their program.
“Actually, when I was in elementary
school, I knew then that I wanted to be an
elementary school teacher,” Knudsen said.

Knudsen was fortunate enough to
find employment with the REACH program and currently is an aid at Summit
Elementary in Smithfield, Utah. She
said that by working with children, she
knew that she had made the right choice.
Knudsen helps out a teacher at Summit by
preparing activites, grading papers, and
running the after school program along
with tutoring at the homework club.
Knudsen said she is hoping to complete
the program within the next two years and
then find employment in the education
field.
“It’s really competitive, but USU has
one of the best programs, so I know that
with on-site training, I will be prepared to
get a job after I graduate,” Knudsen said.
Knudsen said the levels help students
analyze their teaching abilities.
“I have a lot friends here at USU that
are at higher levels in the program who
feel confident with their ability to teach
after completing the third level,” Knudsen
said.
Knudsen then said this gives her confidence in the strength of the program and
for what is to come.
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– jessie.a.sweat@aggiemail.usu.edu
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THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION PROGRAM ranks in the top two percent in the
nation for graduate studies. The program consists of four levels students complete to round
out their education. CARL R. WILSON photo

Princess: Writing about USU
-continued from page 5
place at Utah State because I have so many good memories from
up there.”
Star Coulbrooke, USU Writing Center Director and English
professor, worked with Carroll in the Writing Center in 2005.
Coulbrooke called Carroll an excellent writer.
“Stacy was one of my fabulous tutors,” Coulbrooke said. “It’s
great to see her go on to get recognition for her successful book.”
Carroll is currently working on a sequel to “The Princess
Sisters.” Originally, she had not planned for more than one
installment, but the story turned into a trilogy.
“(The Princess Sisters) would be like a 600-page book if I tried
to fit everything I wanted to into one book,” Carroll said.
She said she has other, unrelated, ideas for future stories that
she hopes to someday get out.
“I can’t really explain how writers kind of connect to their
characters,” Carroll said.
To aspiring writers, Carroll said, “If you’re in writing just to
make money, you’re not going to go anywhere. You have to be in it
because you love to write.”
She also stressed the importance of writing daily. Carroll said
she constantly has a notebook close by because if she doesn’t
write an idea down instantly, she loses it.
“If you write one paragraph, one sentence or if you write five
chapters in one night … write every day, no matter what,” Carroll
said. “If you write every single day, you’ll end up with a book in
the end, no matter how long it takes you. For years and years I
thought, someday I’ll write a book. Sometimes you have to make
it happen, which is kind of what I did.”
“The Princess Sisters” is available on Amazon.com and on the
Barnes & Noble website.
– noelle.johansen@aggiemail.usu.edu

590 Canyon Road #1
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WAC champs!
Aggies put on dancing shoes in Sin City
By TYLER HUSKINSON
assistant sports editor

The No. 17 Utah
State Aggies headed
into the Western
Athletic Conference
tournament with the
goal to come out on
top.
Behind the play
of junior guard
Brockeith Pane and
senior forward Tai
Wesley, the Aggies
were able to claim the
WAC tournament title
and earn the right
to advance on to the
NCAA tournament.
As the Aggies have all
season, they had to
rely on defense and
rebounding to win
two games in two
nights. With the tournament victory, the
Aggies garnered more
accolades.
The Aggies faced
the eighth-seeded San Jose State
Spartans in the
semifinal on Friday,
March 11, and barely
escaped with a hardfought victory, 58-54.
Two crucial technical foul calls against
the Spartans lead to
four free-throws, all
of which to Aggies
made, and proved to
be the difference in
the game.
“The game may
have been a surprise
to a lot of people
watching, but it
wasn’t a surprise to
us,” Aggie head coach
Stew Morrill said.
“San Jose always plays
us tough. They have
momentum going.
We shot ourselves
in the foot a few
times when we could
have made it a little
easier. We get up by
a decent margin, and

STERLING BOIN photos

then can’t rebound
the ball and things
like that.”
In the first half the
Aggies struggled
greatly with their
shooting percentage, and they allowed
their opponent to
out-rebound them,
which is a rare occurrence. The Aggies did
take a four-point lead
into the locker room
however, and the
Aggies have not lost

a game this season
after leading at halftime.
“Coach was on
us halftime about
rebounding,” Wesley
said. “We weren’t getting good shots at the
end of the shot clock,
but they were scrambling so it was a good
chance for me to run
around and get some

- See CHAMPS, page 9
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Aggies to face Kansas State in NCAA Tournament
By MATT SONNENBERG
sports editor

Following a Western
Athletic Conference tournament championship
win Saturday, the Utah
State men’s basketball
team eagerly awaited its
eventual seeding in the
NCAA Tournament during
Selection Sunday.
When Utah State’s name
appeared on screen as a No.
12 seed facing the Kansas
State Wildcats during the
selection show, the response
was met with a mixture of
excitement, confusion and
even some disappointment
for the 30-3 Aggies.
“I was kind of thinking
eight or nine, something in
there. Ten at worst,” USU
head coach Stew Morrill
said.
Senior forward Tai
Wesley didn’t beat around
the bush with his initial
reaction to the 12-seed, calling it “a slap in the face”
after earning an automatic
bid to the tournament to cap
off a season in which Utah
State tied the school record

for wins with 30, went 15-1
in conference play and had
an RPI of 15 the morning of
Selection Sunday.
“We were almost confused a little bit,” Wesley
said. “But you know, that’s
how it goes on Selection
Sunday. We’re going to the
NCAA Tournament, we’re
looking to win and take care
of business and that’s what
we’ll have to do.”
One thing USU will have
on its side this time around
is NCAA Tournament experience, more so than any
other Aggie team in the
past. This year’s Utah State
features six different players
who will be making their
third career appearances
at the NCAA Tournament
in seniors Nate Bendall,
Matt Formisano, Tyler
Newbold, Tai Wesley and
Pooh Williams and junior
Brady Jardine. Prior to those
six players, former Aggie
forward Nate Harris was
the only Utah State player
to advance to three NCAA
tournaments.
“I think our experience
will show through,” Wesley
said of what he and his

teammates have learned
from losses each of the
past two seasons in the big
dance. “We’ve got a little
chip on our shoulders now
and we’ll go play like that.”
The 12-seed only seems
to be adding to that chip on
the shoulder, as members of
the team and coaching staff
each have their own takes
on if or how they believe the
tournament selection committee wronged the Aggies.
“Hopefully our guys will
feel a little motivated like
they were slighted a little bit
in terms of the seed and be
ready to go.” Morrill said.
“The last thing we need to
do at 30-3 with the year
we’ve had is be disappointed. I’m not disappointed.
I’m a little surprised.”
Wesley said, “I was excited about wearing white and
I thought we’d get and eight
or a seven seed. This just
gives fuel to the fire I think,
to go prove them wrong.
Show them that they messed
up with this seed.”
Senior swingman Tyler
Newbold is hopeful that
the seeding will end up as a
positive factor for the team.

“Anything that can help
us and motivate us even a
little more is good, and if
that can help us to be a little
more on edge and more
determined to do what it
takes to get a victory, great.”
Looking ahead to the
Aggies’ opponent, Morrill
is confident that his team is
up to the challenge facing
a Wildcats team that made
it all the way to the elite
eight in last year’s NCAA
Tournament.
“One thing I do know
about them is they rebound
the basketball, and they
are physical, and they
have a premier guard,”
Morrill said. “Hopefully
the Georgetown experience
helped our guys with what
they’re going to see with
Kansas State in terms of the
type of athletes we’ll see.”
Utah State and Kansas
State are the final game of
the first full day of tournament action Thursday, with
tip-off scheduled for 7:57
p.m. (MST) in Tucson, Ariz.
– matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.
edu

Champs: Aggies bring home WAC tourney title
-continued from page 8
rebounds.”
The Aggies came out and went right
to work, as they pushed their lead to
44-34 on a pair of free-throws from
senior forward Nate Bendall. The Aggies
seemed to have the game in control and
had several chances to put the game
away early in the second half, but the
Spartans proved resilient as they cut
the lead to one on a 15-6 run sparked
by a lay-up from freshman Keith
Shamburger.
“They didn’t look tired to me,”
Morrill said of the Spartans, who had
played their third game in three nights.
“They looked like they were eager to go.”
Senior guard Justin Graham, who
struggled with foul trouble all night
and incurred a costly technical, cut the
Aggie lead to 52-51 with 5:25 to play.
Trailing 56-54 with 29 seconds to
play, the Spartans had a chance to tie
the game or take the lead, but senior
guard Adrian Oliver’s 3-point attempt
hit the front of the rim, the backboard
and bounced out. Wesley corralled the
rebound and calmly hit two-free throws
on the other end to put the game out of
reach.
“We’re just glad to get out of there
with a win,” Morrill said. “Glad that Tai
(Wesley) made those free-throws at the
end. We’ll take it and advance.”
The Aggies dealt with a similar problem against the Boise State Broncos in
the championship game, as they struggled to put away the Broncos when they
had the opportunity. The Broncos even
held a small lead during the game, but
Pane and Wesley came up big when the
Aggies needed most. The Aggies were
also able to out-rebound their opponent
and shoot the ball at a high percentage.
“You look at the stats and it’s what
we’ve been able to do a majority of the
year; defense and rebounding,” Morrill
said. “It helped tonight that we shot a
good percentage as well, but our defense
and our rebounding were key for us.”

Pane and Wesley paced the Aggies
with 19 points apiece, but the 16 points
and six rebounds from an injury-riddled
Bendall may have been even more
impressive.
“If I talk about Nate Bendall, I might
cry,” Morrill said. “His feet are as such
that he shouldn’t be playing this year.
It’s an amazing story of toughness. He
wasn’t not going to play. I was told by
medical people that he shouldn’t be
playing and wouldn’t get through the
year. It certainly looks like he is going to
make it through the year.”
Bendall had the tough task of guarding Bronco’s post player Daequon
Montreal, who averages 11 points and
six rebounds per game. Bendall went
fearlessly at Montreal and got him into
early foul trouble, limiting his minutes.
Montreal got his points, but Bendall did
not allow to get a single rebound while
he was in the game.
“He gives us a good face-up shooter,
and he got some things done around the
basket as well today,” Morrill said. “He
rebounded the ball well.”
It was Pane who kept the Aggies in
the game in the first half, however. He
scored 13 of his 19 points in the first
half and hit all five of his free-throw
attempts.
“This game definitely showcased our
all-around play,” Wesley said. “We’re a
team and we play that way. There’s not
one guy who’s going to beat you. That’s
been our song all year, play within yourself.”
Morrill said, “That’s what’s been a
whole lot of fun, is the fact that we’re
really balanced. They’re all about winning. They’re not about individual
things. You need to have individual
players step up to win, and they’ve done
that. But we’ve got a lot of different
pieces that are important to us to make
us successful.”
In the second half it was Wesley and
Bendall who took over made Boise pay

down low. The Aggies held a slim 35-33
lead at halftime, and came out firing in
the second half as Bendall hit a baseline
jumper to spur a 12-0 run capped by a
rare 3-pointer from Wesley.
The Broncos would go away quietly
however, as freshman Ryan Watkins got
an easy layup down low that ignited a
23-7 run and cut the Aggie advantage to
56-54.
“The good thing about these guys,
they answered all the runs that Utah
State made,” Broncos head coach Leon
Rice said. “They got back into in it both
times. They were right there. I’m really
proud with how our guys battled. They
went toe to toe with them. I think Utah
State knew they were in a game.”
The two-point margin is as close as
the Broncos would get, however, and the
Aggies found themselves on top when
the final buzzer sounded.
“We made plays when we had to,”
Morrill said. “We made shots, we made
free-throws. We had a lot of guys step
up.”
The Aggies officially punched their
ticket to the NCAA tournament with the
victory, but Saturday night at Orleans
Arena in Las Vegas, Nev., Morrill and
his crew wanted to make sure they celebrated their many accomplishments
over the course of the season.
“It’s really hard to win the regular
season and then go win the tournament
too,” Morrill said. “I’ve had few teams
do that. I just couldn’t be prouder of this
group. They’ve been pressured from day
one trying to live up to expectations and
I think they’ve lived up to them. Next
week is another matter. Right now we
need to enjoy this.”
Pane received the tournament Most
Valuable Player award, while Wesley
and Bendall were named to the allTournament team.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU GUARD JENNA JOHNSON drives around a Fresno
State defender during Friday’s loss to the Bulldogs in the WAC tournament semifinals. Johnson scored 16 points on 7-14 shooting in
what ended as an 86-76 loss for USU. TODD JONES photo

Aggie women fall in WAC
semifinal to Fresno State
By TYLER HUSKINSON
assistant sports editor

With their best-ever finish in the regular season, the
Aggies earned the right to a
bye into the second round of
the tournament as a No. 3
seed. Sophomore guard Devyn
Christensen finished with 19
points to lead the Utah State
Aggies in a furious comeback
over the New Mexico State
Aggies, 72-67 in day two of the
Western Athletic Conference
Tournament.
Utah State women’s basketball hadn’t experienced much
success in past Western Athletic
Conference tournaments. Its
last win came in 2009 with a
59-58 victory over the Idaho
Vandals in Reno, Nev. The
Aggies were able to win their
first game, but that was as far as
the Aggies’ journey would go.
“It was just grit that won that
game out there,” Aggie head
coach Raegan Pebley said. “It
was a battle. Just really proud
to see how our team responded,
especially with the youth that
we have, in intense situations.”
USU found itself down by
eight at halftime, but came
roaring back on offense and
took advantage of stellar freethrow shooting to seal the victory.
“Gosh, 28-of-32, that’s what
we aim for,” Pebley said. “I
think our team has done a great
job trying to get the line all
year. I was just really proud to
see that when we weren’t hitting
our layups, we were hitting our
free-throws.”
USU hit 20-of-22 free-throws
in the second half alone.
Junior Ashlee Brown finished with 10 points and 10
rebounds and sophomore center
Banna Diop added 15 points
and eight boards.
USU (17-13) shot only 17 percent from the floor during the
first half, but shot 60 percent
from the floor during the second half.
The Aggies had several

chances to get a victory against
the Fresno State Bulldogs and
advance to the WAC championship game, but they squandered
those chances in the second half
after building an early sizeable
lead.
Sophomore Rosie Moult
scored 23 points, 21 in the second half, to lead the Bulldogs
over the Aggies, 86-76. The
Aggies led by as much as 17
points in the first half, but
squandered that lead as they
allowed the Bulldogs to knock
down a handful of perimeter
jumpers.
“I’m proud of our team’s
effort,” Pebley said. “I think
Fresno State had to put their
best game forward to beat us. I
think this is game we are really
going to learn from.”
Sophomore Devyn
Christensen finished the game
with 19 points while, junior
forward Ashlee Brown finished
with 17 points.
True freshman Jennifer
Schlott hit one her three 3pointers on the night to put
the Aggies up 35-18 with 4:18
to play in the first half, but the
Bulldogs responded with a 15-0
run to finish the first half.
“A little cliche, but it was
a tale of two halves,” Pebley
said. “We let them go on a big
momentum run going into the
half. With a team as experienced as Fresno, it was hard to
stop.”
Christensen hit a pair of
free-throws to give the Aggies a
48-46 lead with 16:22 remaining in the game, but back-toback 3-point goals from senior
guard Hayley Munro would
spark a 12-0 run to put up the
Bulldogs for good.
“What might stand out to a
crowd is that they hit some 3s,
but I feel like what really hurt
more was our turnovers in the
second half,” Pebley said.
The team now waits to see
if they will receive a bid to the
women’s National Invitational
Tournament.

– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

Softball spends spring break taking on some of nation’s best
By TAVIN STUCKI
staff writer

The Aggie softball team had a tough spring
break.
On March 4-6 the team went winless in the
University of Arizona Tournament in Tucson,
Ariz., losing to Minnesota 2-1, Arizona 11-3 in six
innings, UC Riverside 4-1, Idaho State 10-2 in five
innings and Portland State 5-2 in extra innings.
On March 8 and 9, the Aggies visited
Bakersfield, Calif., to play a pair of doubleheaders
with Cal State Bakersfield.
In the first game, USU got out to a quick start
thanks to first inning home runs by seniors
Shasta Tyteca and Kelly Kaneshiro to go up 2-0. In
the next inning, junior second baseman Lindsey
Marquez joined the home run party on the first
at-bat of the inning, with the Aggies eventually
extending their lead to 6-1 by the end of the second inning.
Sophomore pitcher Mandy Harmon was
credited with the 9-6 win, striking out seven batters over six innings. Marquez went 3-for-4 with
one home run, one RBI and two runs. Freshman
outfielder Kassandra Uchida chipped in with two
hits, one run, and two RBIs.

The second leg of the doubleheader was a deadlock until the Roadrunners strung together a couple of doubles by sophomore center fielder Laura
King and freshman shortstop Myshayla Fryer to
go up 2-0. Utah State tied it up in the seventh to
force extra innings.
Junior first baseman Ashley Ventura homered
down the left field line to score the go ahead run,
putting USU on top, 3-2. Aggie joy ended when
junior pitcher Dani Chaplin gave up back-to-back
home runs in the bottom of the eighth to lose 4-3.
Utah State split the series with Cal State
Bakersfield, each team winning two games apiece.
USU head coach Carissa Millsap-Kalaba said
her team is really close and just needs to string
hits together.
“We’re hitting, just not hitting consecutively or
timely,” Millsap-Kalaba said. “We’re playing these
games well; we’re losing by one run in the eighth
inning, or something happens and we’ll give up
one run in the bottom of the seventh.”
Heading south to Long Beach to compete in
the Long beach State Tournament, the Aggies
again went winless, but this time never by a
margin of more than three runs. They lost to Cal
State Fullerton 2-1 in extra innings, St. Mary’s 10, and dropped both games of a doubleheader to
Sacramento State, losing 4-1 and 1-0

The Aggies had a chance to beat Long Beach
State Sunday. Marquez flied out in the top of the
sixth with two outs, leaving two runners on base.
In the bottom of the same inning, 49er freshman
pitcher Erin Jones-Wesley hit a double scoring
senior first baseman Christina Schallig from
second to put Long Beach State up 1-0. The final
score was 2-0.
“They want to win,” Millsap-Kalaba said.
“They’re very close to where they need to be. They
just gotta get through the tape, once they do that,
they’ll figure it out. We’ve got speed, power and
contact.”
Whenever a team’s non-conference schedule
includes some of the best teams in the country, it
is usually to help that team get better, and Utah
State has a very tough non-conference schedule.
Teams like No. 4 Arizona and No. 33 Long
Beach State, as well as the previously top-ranked
UCLA Bruins and now-No. 12 Stanford were
scheduled just weeks before.
The Aggies beat North Dakota State; held
St. Mary’s to just one run and lost to San Diego
State by only two, three teams that competed in
the NCAA championship tournament during the
2010 season.
The Aggies have played in four extra-inning
games which could have easily gone the other way.

16 of Utah State’s 24 games this season have been
decided by three runs or less.
“To be able to be at that level ahead of time and
used to that pace is a benefit to us in our conference,” Millsap-Kalaba said. “That’s gonna give us
an upper hand against Fresno State, Nevada and
Hawaii.”
Hawaii is currently ranked No. 17 in the nation
with the 11th-highest RPI, while Fresno State has
been ranked as high as 23 this season. MillsapKalaba said both teams competed at the national
level last year.
“We’re playing some of the best teams in the
nation,” Millsap-Kalaba said. “We’re gonna take
some losses but in the process we’re really going to
learn and grow for the WAC conference, which is
ultimately our goal, to be competitive and do well
there.”
The Aggies will next travel northwest to take
on Oregon State and Oregon of the Pac-10 in a
pair of weekend double-headers on March 19 and
20.
“It’s all there,” Millsap-Kalaba said. “We just
have to piece it together in the right way, which
is what this preseason before conference is all
about.”
– tavin.stucki@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Gymnasts wrap regular season placing third in tri-meet
By MEREDITH KINNEY
staff writer

The Utah State gymnastics
team ended its regular season
Saturday with a tri-meet against
Southern Utah University and No.
17 University of Iowa. Coming off
of a season-high final of 148.550
against Cal State Fullerton, USU
looked to carry its momentum
into Saturday’s action.
The Aggies posted a total score
of 193.150 and a season-high on
vault but finished in third. The
Iowa Hawkeyes finished with a
final total of 196.450 followed by
the SUU Thunderbirds who narrowly missed a win with a score of
196.400.
Utah State started the afternoon on bars, where junior
Rebecca Holiday tied her seasonhigh with a score of 9.725. That
score, and a 9.750 from junior
Nicole Simoneau, led the Aggies
to a 48.475 total for rotation one.
Following the bars action,
Utah State moved to the beam,
an event that has given the Aggies
trouble all season. Senior Lyndsie
Boone put together a solid routine
for a score of 9.700 and leading all
Aggies on the event. Senior Jackie
Dillon also scored well with a
9.675.
“We’re a pretty inconsistent
team on that event,” Richards
said. “It was looking pretty good
during warm-ups but then we got
out there and looked a little tired.”
After posting season-highs
on beam during each of the past
three meets, USU was unable to
continue the streak. The Aggies
tallied a score of 47.500 missing
the season-high of 48.625 scored
a week ago against Cal State
Fullerton.
In their third rotation, the
Aggies moved to the floor exer-

cise and looked to pick up some
ground lost on beam.
USU put together a strong
effort with high scores from freshman Paige Jones’ 9.750 and Dillon
with a 9.775 to close out the rotation.
For the final event, the Aggies
competed on the vault were they
posted a season-high score of
48.600. Boone’s score of 9.800 led
Utah State while Jones and Dillon
scored a 9.775 to help the Aggies
in their best performance on the
event all season. Dillon’s score tied
her season-high.
“Vault was something I had
kind of focused on more this
week,” Richards said. “It really
paid off.”
Both Boone and Dillon scored
38.875 to tie for fourth in the allaround competition. The seniors
led the Aggies in three of the four
events.
After the meet, a ceremony
was held by SUU to honor both
Richards and SUU coach Scott
Bauman to celebrate the 20th
anniversary as coaches for the
duo.
“It was a lot of fun to be with
some of the coaches and athletes
again,” Richards said of his return
to SUU.
The Aggies’ season finale
was fitting as Richards has history with both SUU and Iowa.
Richards got his coaching start at
SUU and was an assistant coach at
the University of Iowa before coming to Utah State.
Utah State will travel to San
Jose, Calif., for the Western
Athletic Conference championships on March 19. The Aggies
look to improve on last year’s
third-place WAC finish.
– meredith.kinney@aggiemail.usu.
edu

USU SENIOR GYMNAST JACKIE DILLON posted scores of 9.775 on both the vault and floor exercises during the Aggies’ regular
season finale Saturday in a tri-meet with Southern Utah and Iowa. The 9.775 score tied Dillon’s season-high while her and teammate Lyndsie
Boone tied each other for fourth place in the all-around. CARL R. WILSON photos

NCAA Tournament tickets on sale Monday at 9 a.m. Pair of Aggies come short
of matching season bests’
75 student tickets to go on sale
at indoor track nationals
at noon Monday at Spectrum
ticket office for $81 per ticket
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State men’s basketball NCAA Tournament tickets
will go on sale Monday, March 14 at 9 a.m., starting with
Big Blue Scholarship Fund Touchdown and Platinum members from 9-11 a.m. Diamond and Gold members will be
able to purchase tickets from 11 a.m.-1 p.m., while Silver
and Blue members can purchase tickets from 1-3 p.m., and
then 2010-11 USU basketball season ticket holders from 3-5
p.m. There are a limited amount of tickets available.
If any tickets remain after the exclusive ordering periods, they will be available to purchase by the general public
Monday evening from 5-7 p.m.
Utah State men’s basketball will be making its eighth
NCAA Tournament appearance in the last 12 years when
the 12th-seeded Aggies will face fifth-seeded Kansas State
in the second round of the NCAA Southeast Regional on
Thursday, March 17 at approximately 8 p.m. (MT) at the
McKale Center in Tucson, Ariz.
Fans can only purchase tickets in their exclusive ordering
period and all tickets are subject to availability. Touchdown
and Platinum members can purchase up to four tickets,
while Diamond, Gold, Silver, Blue, season ticket holders and

general public can purchase up to two tickets.
Tickets will only be available in person at the Dee Glen
Smith Spectrum or by calling 1-888-USTATE-1 or (435)
797-0305. Tickets will not be available through the web
site during selling hours on Monday. If any tickets remain
after the ordering periods fans can purchase them online at
www.UtahStateAggies.com beginning at 8 p.m. on Monday
evening.
Tickets are good for two games, which is one session, and
are $81 each. There is a onetime $5 order charge applied to
each order as well. The tickets include the USU-Kansas State
game and the No. 4 seed Wisconsin vs. No. 13 seed Belmont
game.
If the Aggies win on Thursday and advance to the next
round, fans’ credit/debit card will automatically be charged
for the session on Saturday, March 19.
The Utah State Ticket Office does not have any all-session tickets for sale. Fans are encouraged to contact the
McKale Ticket Office at (520) 621-2287 for more information regarding all-session ticket availability and pricing.
Current Utah State students with a valid USU ID card
and A-number may purchase tickets beginning Monday,
March 14, 2011 at Noon in person at the Spectrum Ticket
Office or by calling (435) 797-0305. Please note there is a
limited number of student tickets as well and they are $81
each, plus a onetime $5 order charge. There are 75 student
tickets available and students must purchase their tickets
during the allotted time, noon-7 p.m. Monday and 9 a.m.noon Tuesday.
The winner of the Utah State-Kansas State game will play
the winner of fourth-seeded Wisconsin and 13th-seeded
Belmont on Saturday, March 19.

By MIKE REES
staff writer

Two of Utah State’s school
record holders took their talents to College Station, Texas,
to see how they matched
up against the cream of
the crop at NCAA Indoor
Nationals, hosted by Texas
A&M University. Senior
Clint Silcock and junior
Sonia Grabowska, who have
both previously qualified for
Indoor Nationals, represented
the Aggies in the men’s high
jump and women’s pole vault,
respectively. Silcock tied for
11th place with Indiana State’s
Major Clay. Silcock cleared a
height of 7’00.5”, well under
his season-best school record
jump of 7’4.25, on his first
attempt.
He missed at the next
height of 7’2.5”. Derek
Drouin of Indiana was the
top high jumper and won the
event with a jump of 7’7.75”.
Silcock’s school record jump
of 7’4.25” would have been
good for second place, had
he jumped the height during
Nationals.
“Everybody was having
some trouble because the runway was a little slippery, but
really that’s not an excuse for
how things turned out,” USU
head coach Gregg Gensel said
of his athlete’s performance.
“There’s no one out there in
track and field blocking you
or running in front of you
while you’re vaulting. It’s just

you against the bar. I have a
hard time believing that the
pressure got to them. You have
your days when you perform
very well and days where you
don’t perform as well as you
hoped. That’s the way it goes.”
Grabowska missed all three
attempts at the opening height
of 13’1.5.” The winner of the
women’s pole vault, Tina
Sutej of Arkansas, cleared
14’7.25” to take home the title.
Grabowska’s best in the event
is 13”11.25.”
“Anytime the athletes make
it to that high of a stage it’s
a great thing. She still had
a great season and accomplished a lot. She PR’d and she
got the school record. She’s
disappointed, but a hundred
people would die for the
opportunity she had. I was sad
to see her no-height, but that
happens on this stage,” Gensel
said.
There will be little rest for
these Aggies, as they jump
right into the outdoor track
season at the Willie Williams
Invitational in Tucson, Ariz.,
on March 17. The meet is
hosted by the University of
Arizona and has been a frequent stop for the Aggies as
they’ve begun the outdoor
track and field season in the
past. They will get the opportunity to match up with perrenial standout track programs
like the University of Arizona
and BYU.

– michael.d.rees@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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ecently a certain Utah Senator professed that many majors offered at
Utah institutions of higher learning are
“degrees to nowhere.” We are here to fight
for the Psychology, History, English and even
the Philosophy majors. We hear your cries,
and we have a list of reasons to explain why
you all aren’t worthless.
First, it has been said by many that liberal arts degrees are the best undergraduate
degrees to have when pursuing a career as an
attorney or a judge. Since pre-law does not
require any specific bachelor degree, English
and philosophy are two of the best majors,
as they help expand the mind and broaden
our viewpoints. How else can we learn how
to read the classics and apply them to our
lives?
Second, most employers list communication skills as their top priority when it comes
to hiring. Many graduates have great GPA’s
and took all the technical classes their majors
required, but they have no idea how to write
an email, let alone a cover letter or memo to
a boss. Liberal arts degrees may not teach
you how to build an airplane, but they do
teach you how to communicate effectively
with those who do.
And third, liberal arts degrees are just awesome. These degrees don’t sit around and
crunch the numbers, but they keep alive the
messages of those who came before us. They
apply Freud’s research to current diagnoses,
they connect Mark Twain’s stories with current political events and they take the philosophies of Plato to discuss today’s ethical
issues.
We do not wish to diminish the importance
of the other wonderful majors we have here
at Utah State, but we want to stand up for
those majors who are continuously described
as “fluff majors,” for they are not worthless.
Without the liberal arts degrees a college
would be a boring collection of students
memorizing body parts and analyzing building strength. These degrees bring us the art
galleries, the poetry nights and the theater
productions. They bring us the culture that
makes Utah State the thriving college it is
today. They are part of the cheering section
at sports events, participants in dances and
they contribute to Aggie pride just as much
as anyone else.
Those degrees may not appear, to some, to
be career-oriented, but they shape students
and shape a university into a circle of culture.
Without them we would not be true-blooded
Aggies from Utah.

First senator reflects
on college’s first year
Nine months ago I participated in a fist bump
ASUSU
with Craig Jessop, the
View
first Dean of the Caine
College of the Arts, and
I the first senator of the
college. The upcoming
school year was full of
uncertainties then. We
wondered what lay ahead
for us and what difficulties we had in store for the college. As I reflect back on
this year I believe the college surpassed the expectations
of our faculty and students.
Starting out was difficult. I was asked to do what every
other senator had been working on since their election
the year past, and to make matters worse I was the first
so I didn’t have past Art Senators to help me out, but with
the mentorship of Dr. Jessop, Linda Zimmerman, Robert
Schmidt and Chris Terry I was able to get my affairs in
order and get working on Art Week and working with
Caine College marketing staff to help students become
more aware of activities going on within the college.
I was spoiled to be able to work along side Dr. Jessop
and some of the most talented students within the CCA.
Together we were able to assemble the first Arts Week.
It was awesome to watch students and faculty working
together to create a week that showcased the college
and showed off the talents of the students and faculty. It
was able to brand the CCA as one of the elite colleges at
Utah State and with the direction of Dr. Jessop the college
looks to keep amazing the students of USU.

Alan Dangerfield

- See ARTS, page 12
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cries of being an independent or not caring about
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These delegates were
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people can seem so far
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to represent
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them in the
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meant
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larger vote.
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The
ing primaries,
people chothe candidates
sen were nortry to appeal to
mally the ones who had an
the people near the fringes axe to grind and serious
of their own party. This was issues with the way things
made abundantly clear to were. As the candidates
me while watching all of walked around the room
the candidates for sena- throwing around words
tor battle it out last year. like “ObamaCare” and
Former Sen. Bob Bennett, “Socialism” with little to
current Sen. Mike Lee and no understanding of what
all their competition – Tim either one was, or making
Bridgewater, Cherylynne assertions that the UN and
Eager etc. – were in the the EPA were anti-family, I
Sunburst Lounge to give was mortified to see heads
brief speeches, then play nodding up and down in
musical candidates going fervent agreement. The
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calls for embracing the Tea
Party and the Glenn Beckquoting made my head reel.
These people didn’t represent every Republican, did
they? They weren’t indicative of the majority opinion
of the state of Utah, right?
Turns out they weren’t,
most Utah residents aren’t
necessarily that excitable
about such issues. What’s
wrong with having the most
passionate voices take center stage though? They
study it out, they’re there
at all the meetings, they
care deeply, don’t they?
The problem is that our
system should reflect how
the majority of people feel.
Going through the primaries, the majority of Utahns
– about 70 percent in fact,
wanted Bob Bennett to take
another term as our state’s
senator. The man who had
worked out compromises
and created lasting friendships with people as liberal as Ted Kennedy, while
remaining one of the more
well-respected Republicans
in the Senate had done
much for the state and a
tremendous amount for
this university. But this new
wave of people who have
run, unread pocket constitutions in hand, to the right
of where their party used
to be are now the face
of their party in the state.
They liked Mike, so Lee it is.
I genuinely feel that open-

- See FRINGE, page 12

Utah’s new hall of mirrors

Welcome
From the
back from
spring break,
Chief
Aggies, and
congratula tions to the
men’s basketball team
for
their
wins in Las
Vegas.
I won’t dwell on that since you can find
everything you want to know about the
WAC tournament and more on page 8 of
this very paper. Instead, I want to talk to
you about what happened in Utah while
we were all lounging in the Nevada sun.
Last week, our beloved Utah State
Legislature and Governor passed and
signed into law HB-477, which in a nutshell, takes our ability as Utahns to be
informed of the goings-on of government
and shoots it point-blank, right between
the eyes.
Federal information falls under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) leaving states to define their own access laws..
Our particular government records law in
Utah is the Government Records Access
Management Act, commonly – and affectionately amongst those of us who make
the most of it – referred to as GRAMA.
HB-477 amends dear GRAMA to the point
of nearly exempting the legislative branch
from public access, especially concerning
correspondence via newer technologies
such as texting and e-mail, as well as making it more costly – in terms of dollars and
time – for those people requesting access

Benjamin Wood

to whatever government records table
scraps are left for us to scavenge.
This entire development took place in
little over a week, with the Utah legislature
rushing a vote with as little public input as
possible and Gov. Gary Herbert pausing
only briefly enough to smile for a camera
and voice some focus-group tested concerns about kinks needing to be ironed
out before dipping his quill and signing in
the law with our blood while armed goons
took GRAMA out to the salt flats and beat
her with a sock full of quarters.
Overly dramatic? Hardly.
The enactment of HB-477 has received
local and national criticism and it seems that
overnight the state of Utah has claimed the
top spot in terms of government secrecy.
On the bright side, that’s at least one team
in Utah that can snatch a No. 1 seed.
Paul Rolly of The Salt Lake Tribune
wrote that the law makes suckers of the
people of Utah. Donnie Welch of The
Spectrum & Daily News wrote that HB477 “feels more like a decision made by a
government of a Third World country that
does not believe in the democratic process.” In the same article, Welch quotes
David Cullier of the University of Arizona,
who said: “This legislation is the most horrific anti-FOI legislation I have ever seen.
I think, in all seriousness, that Mexico’s
FOIA law is probably better. Maybe even
China’s FOIA laws.”
Not everyone has taken this news lying
down. Already social media is running
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would be a boring collection of students
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galleries, the poetry nights and the theater
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makes Utah State the thriving college it is
today. They are part of the cheering section
at sports events, participants in dances and
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as anyone else.
Those degrees may not appear, to some, to
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Starting out was difficult. I was asked to do what every
other senator had been working on since their election
the year past, and to make matters worse I was the first
so I didn’t have past Art Senators to help me out, but with
the mentorship of Dr. Jessop, Linda Zimmerman, Robert
Schmidt and Chris Terry I was able to get my affairs in
order and get working on Art Week and working with
Caine College marketing staff to help students become
more aware of activities going on within the college.
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Together we were able to assemble the first Arts Week.
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top spot in terms of government secrecy.
On the bright side, that’s at least one team
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wrote that the law makes suckers of the
people of Utah. Donnie Welch of The
Spectrum & Daily News wrote that HB477 “feels more like a decision made by a
government of a Third World country that
does not believe in the democratic process.” In the same article, Welch quotes
David Cullier of the University of Arizona,
who said: “This legislation is the most horrific anti-FOI legislation I have ever seen.
I think, in all seriousness, that Mexico’s
FOIA law is probably better. Maybe even
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Fringe: Representatives hear you
-continued from page 11

ing the primaries up to a
wider number of voices and
people making the choice
to participate could lead to
all of us being represented
by much better people in
the end.
Second, I feel that people don’t realize how much
sway they actually do have
on those who govern them,
now this may not be as applicable at the national scale
– though I would hazard a
guess that representatives
notice the expressed opinions of those in their districts and they vote accordingly – but I know for a fact
that state officials listen to
what their constituents say.
The GRC (government relations council) from ASUSU
has done an excellent job
of making sure there is a

face of USU at the state
capitol this year. Aggie Ice
Cream Day on the hill was
much-anticipated and they
managed several very productive meetings with their
legislators. While it is true
that we do have an excellent person at the capitol
all the time and that USU
President Stan Albrecht has
a tremendous amount of
respect from legislators,
it does make a difference
for students to put a face
to our issues. A personally-worded e-mail to your
legislator, especially if you
include your address within
their district, can make all
the difference it takes for
their vote to go one way
or the other. It may sound
naive but truly they do listen, especially if you know

what you’re talking about.
Try it sometime, you may
be impressed to see how it
goes.
I’d like to assert that
involvement with the process and activity are the
best ways to feel that you
are truly well-represented.
Ongoing citizen activism is
an important part of making government work for
you not against your interests and feeling that you
truly have a voice in all the
hubbub. And remember,
get out there to vote when
we come to it, or you don’t
get to complain.
Anna Jane Harris is a junior
majoring in political science. She can be reached
at anna.j.harris@aggiemail.
usu.edu.

Secrets: Public access keeps government in line
-continued from page 11
its usual course of repeal-the-law tions that keep such corruptions out
Facebook groups and petition sign- of our system, opening the door for
ings and the national backlash is likely abuses and neglect.
to give legislators food for thought
Also, it is not just slimy reporters
before the implementation of the law that rely on government documents.
in July. Still, history would tell us that Interest groups – including Utah State
your average online
University – use govpetition has about
records to
“The stereotype claims ernment
as much weight as
keep tabs on what is
the paper it’s printed that we are a state
going on at the hill
on.
and, lest we forget,
of polygamous rubes
Public access to
individuals do occagovernment records that are content to
sionally like to know
is just one more plow our fields while
what’s going on in
check on the demoour ultra-conservative their government.
cratic process of our
You’ve heard
nation and state. It one-party government it all before, the calls
is one more level of does whatever it dang to arms of people
accountability that
you don’t know, urgholds an elected well pleases”
ing you to contact
official responsible
your local represenfor representing the wishes of his or tative and voice your due concern on
her constituents and behaving in an an issue you don’t really care about. I
appropriate fashion. Simply passing wish I could express better the devasHB-477 does not mean the collected tating consequences that this bill has
body of our state government are cor- the potential to create in our state,
rupt, back-door dealing scoundrels, but I cannot. All I can do is urge all of
but the new law eliminates the protec- you to educate yourselves, or at the

very least leave your ears open, for
the debate that is certain to continue
on this issue. For those of you with
the conviction, it is shockingly simple
to contact state legislators. Generally
speaking their websites include an email address for correspondence or
even have a field where you can enter
your piece and just hit send.
Utah is not know for it’s political
activism. The stereotype claims that
we are a state of polygamous rubes
that are content to plow our fields
while our ultra-conservative oneparty government does whatever it
dang well pleases. This time, however,
the powers that be have taken a step
against the fundamental concepts of
democracy and responsible government and it’s high time the citizens of
Utah started paying attention to what
is going on.

Benjamin Wood is the editor in chief
of The Utah Statesman. He can be
reached at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Arts: Jacobson is prepared
-continued from page 11

My time is coming to an end, but I still have a couple
more things to put into place before my time is up. With
the help of students I will help put together a time for
students of every department to get together, eat some
food and get to know each other and the first elected Arts
Senator, Mary Jacobson.
Simply put, Mary Jacobson is amazing. She is very prepared and excited to put together a new Dean’s Counsel
to help in the planning of future events and helping
resolve the student issues of the future. She has definitely
done her homework and knows what is best for not only
her department – music – but every department within
the college. This past year my main objective was to help
students get involved, be more unified and making sure
the students of the CCA were represented correctly. I
wasn’t fully able to accomplish all of my goals, but the
future looks bright for the Caine College of the Arts.

Alan Dangerfield is the ASUSU arts senator.
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LQJ FOHDQOLQHVV OHYHOV WKURXJK PR
OHFXODUDQGSDUWLFXODWHFRQWDPLQDWLRQ
PHDVXUHPHQWV
6WXGHQWV PDMRULQJ LQ &KHPLVWU\ 3K\V
LFV %LRORJ\ RU RWKHU ODERUDWRU\ VFL
HQFHILHOGDWWKHVRSKRPRUHOHYHODUH
HQFRXUDJHGWRDSSO\0867%(86
&,7,=(1
6WXGHQW -RE %RDUG  & 3OHDVH
LQGLFDWH \RXU PDMRU DQG H[SHFWHG
JUDGXDWLRQGDWH
$SSO\RQOLQHDWKWWSVZZZVGOMREVRUJ

$3$570(176)255(17
Apartments

6LJQ XS QRZ %URRNODQH $SDUWPHQWV
RQO\VXPPHUFRQWUDFWGLVFRXQW
66< FRQWUDFW SULYDWH EGUPV GLVK
ZDVKHUVHOIFOHDQLQJRYHQV&ORVHWR
868 VWDGLXP DQG VSHFWUXP &RPH
VHHDW(1RUFDOO
&$0%5,'*(&2857$3$570(176
:HKDYHLWDOO1RZILOOLQJIRU)DOO)5((
+($7 0DQDJHPHQW 6SRQVRUHG 6R
FLDOV,QGRRU3RRO +RWWXE6XQGHFN
Z%%4 JULOOV 6RFLDO &HQWHU 1LFH
&RXUW\DUG6HWWLQJ-XVWEORFNVIURP
&DPSXV &DOO  RU 
RU YLVLW XV DW ZZZFDPEULGJHFRXUW
QHW

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Open Sun-Fri at 3:45 | Saturday 11:30 for Matinees

/HYY`7V[[LY  *OYVUPJSLZVM5HY
[OL+LH[OS`
UPH!=V`HNLVM[OL
/HSSV^ZW[
+H^U;YLHKLY
7.
+HPS`! !

*V\U[Y`:[YVUN
7.
+HPS` !

7.
+HPS`! !

;OL,HNSL

7.
+HPS`!  !

@VNP)LHY+

;OL9VVTH[L

;YVU3LNHJ`

;HUNSLK

7.
+HPS`!
7.
+HPS` !

7.
+HPS` !

7.
+HPS`! !

&DFKH9DOOH\·V most
RULJLQDO XQLTXH
restaurant with
“to die for breadsticks!”
~Pasta
~Steak

~Sandwiches
a&DO]RQHV

~Pizza

a6DODGV

Open for Lunch on Saturday’s!

Students get

15% OFF everyday with student ID
54 North Main, 6PLWKÀHOG|435-563-9179
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Today’s Issue

Monday

March 14
- Current Works, Chase Fine Arts
- Fringe Film Festival: Call for Entries,
FAV, all day
- Books for Hope book drive, all day
- Drop-in Math and Stats Tutoring,
TSC, all day
- String Theory Song Writing, all day
- Mad Scientist Photo Competition, TSC
Bookstore, 7 a.m.
- Pie for Pi day, TSC Sunburst Lounge,
10 a.m.
- Pie Toss, ENGR, 1:30 p.m.
- Biology Research Seminar, Library, 2
p.m.
- Einstein Banquet, TSC Skyroom, 5
p.m.
- Ceremony to honor women over 65,
TSC Ballroom, 6 p.m.

Today is Monday, March
14, 2011. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman
is published especially
for Jesse Parker, a senior
majoring in physical
education from Kamas,
Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1879, Albert Einstein
is born in Ulm,
Germany. Einstein’s
theories of special
and general relativity drastically altered
man’s view of the
universe, and his
work in particle and
energy theory helped
make possible quantum mechanics and,
ultimately, the atomic
bomb.

Tuesday

March 15
- Books for Hope book drive, all day
- String Theory Song Writing, all day
- Mad Scientist Photo Competition,
TSC Bookstore, 7 a.m.
- Biology Candidate Presentation,
Library, 10:30 a.m.
- CIL Short Course, ESLC Auditorium,
5:30 p.m.
- Macey’s Cooking Classes, 7 p.m.

Wednesday

Weather

March 16

High: 45° Low: 32°
Skies: Few showers

- Books for Hope book drive, all day
- String Theory Song Writing, all day
- Mad Scientist Photo Competition,
TSC Bookstore, 7 a.m.
- Pancake Breakfast, TSC Patio, 8 a.m.
- Meditation Club, TSC, 1:30 p.m.
- HALO in the Hub, TSC Hub, 3:30
p.m.
- RRR Auction, 6 p.m.
- Science Demo Show, ESLC
Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Pie for Pi

Deep End•tyson.cole@aggiemail

You need to know....

Pie for Pi on March 14, we will
be serving free pie to all students
that can recite the first 7 digits
of pi, 3.14159265, at both the
lounges and the Library. Prizes
will be given to the fastest pie eaters and the person who can recite
the most digits of Pi.

Spring fever? It is time to get
started with seeding and transplanting. Get weekly up dates on what you
can do to help at the Student Farm.
Always a blast! studentfarm@lists.
usu.edu.
Ceremony to honor women over
65 from the community for Early
Career and Lifetime Achievements.
Awards will be presented. TSC
Ballroom 6:00 p.m. on March 14.
Macey’s Little Theater cooking
class will be March 15 at 7 p.m.
Cache Valley Gluten Intolerance
Group will be there to share wonderful Gluten-free soup & breadstick
recipes with us.
Dance United. Come learn social
dance or expand your already amazing skills! Cha Cha, Swing, Salsa,
Foxtrot, Waltz, ect. Thursday nights
from 8-11 in FAC room 104 (the band
room). It’s free your first time but
every time after that it’s $2 for non
members, $1 for members. Included
dance lessons are from 8-9.
Walk A Mile In Her Shoes is the
annual awareness and fundraising
event for rape, sexual assault and
gender violence. Join men of our community to show that you care and
will take a stand against rape and
sexual assault on April 13. For more
information or those who want to
volunteer, check out our website at:
http://www.usu.edu/saavi/events/
walk_a_mile.cfm
Come listen to the acclaimed vocal
ensemble, Calmus, from Leipzig,
Germany March 22 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Performance Hall. General
admission is $8 and free for USU students.
Kristen Phillips junior violin
recital with works by Bach, Bartok
and Saint Saens. It will be held in the
Tippets Gallery and will start at 6:30
p.m. on March 29.
Come enjoy a night of music at the
Jazz Combo Concert at 7:30 p.m. in
the USU Performance Hall on March
23!

Pie your prof

On March 14, Tau Beta Pi will
be celebrating Pi Day, 3.14. They
will be holding a fundraiser for
One Heart Bulgaria Orphanage.
Tau Beta Pi will be selling pies
for $3.14159,6 to toss at various
engineering professors. Pies can
be purchased for $1 after the first
pie. The pieing will occur in the
Engineering Atrium on the first
floor of the ENGR at 1:30 and
will go to 3:30 p.m. All majors are
welcome.

USU FTND

Fight the New Drug (FTND) is a
youth awareness group looking to
start it’s own local chapter here at
USU. The purpose of this group
is to raise awareness of the effects
pornography has on individuals
and provide more information to
those who might be affected by
it. Anyone interested in getting
involved please send an email to:
aggiefighter@gmail.com or visit
www.fightthenewdrug.org and
pledge your support to the cause.

Pancake breakfast
Pancake Breakfast on the TSC
Patio. Enjoy a hearty breakfast
while supporting Prevent Child
Abuse America March 16, 8-11
a.m.

ShamRock

ShamRock ‘Till You Drop! The
only place to be on St. Patrick’s
Day! Dancing, photo booths,
games, inflatables and concessions for the prevention of child
abuse. March 17, 7-11 p.m. in the
TSC Ballroom. All proceeds go to
Prevent Child Abuse America and
to the Child and Family Support
Center.

Strange Brew•Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com
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